INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Microbes produce a variety of compounds, known as secondary metabolites (SMs) or natural products, which play many important physiological roles. Some SMs confer the ability to survive adverse conditions, while others function in bacterial communication ([@B1]) or are used as weapons of inter- and intra-species competition ([@B2]). These diverse functions make SMs a great source of biotechnologically relevant compounds with antimicrobial, anti-cancer and other activities ([@B3]--[@B5]). Additionally, biologically synthesized compounds achieve a chemical structure complexity unmatched by synthetic chemistry. Whereas traditionally SMs have been isolated from microbial cultures, the recent advances in DNA sequencing technologies have opened a new avenue to the discovery and characterization of SMs ([@B6]). The cornerstone of this capability lies in the observation that SM synthesis is typically encoded by the genes that are clustered together on the chromosomes or plasmids (biosynthetic gene clusters or BCs) ([@B7]). This feature of SMs has been exploited by several computational tools, which were used to predict and annotate BCs in thousands of microbial genomes ([@B8]). The result of this breakthrough was not only the discovery of previously unknown biosynthetic potential in well-studied organisms ([@B9]), but also identification of proteins with novel enzymatic activities and novel classes of SMs ([@B10]).

In order to facilitate the discovery and analysis of BCs and SMs in bacterial genomes and metagenomes, a data mart called the Atlas of Biosynthetic gene Clusters within the Integrated Microbial Genomes system ([@B11]) (IMG-ABC) was introduced in 2015 ([@B12]). BCs were predicted and annotated across all microbial isolate genomes and a set of metagenomes using a combination of Clusterfinder ([@B10]) and antiSMASH ([@B13]). After the creation of the data mart, annotation with antiSMASH became part of the standard annotation pipeline for newly imported isolate genomes. The result of this integration was the growth of the IMG-ABC database to contain more than 730 000 BCs in 40 034 isolate microbial genomes and \>310 000 BCs in 2416 metagenomes. Additionally, a set of experimentally verified BCs and their associated SMs were collected from the NCBI and imported into the database. IMG-ABC also provided the means to search these large datasets based on BC and SM attributes, such as BC type, Pfam ([@B14]) and EC content ([@B15]), BC length, SM activity etc. Here, we present an update of IMG-ABC, which includes several new features improving data mining and navigation, such as a set of tools for BC visualization and comparison, and targeted BC identification across thousands of isolate bacterial genomes with ClusterScout.

NEW FEATURES AND UPDATES {#SEC2}
========================

Open access to browsing {#SEC2-1}
-----------------------

IMG-ABC can be accessed at <https://img.jgi.doe.gov/abc/> and can be browsed without a login requirement. However, creating a free IMG account enables users to utilize IMG-ABC\'s 'BC Set' feature, which allows saving groups of BCs on the server side for future retrieval and sharing.

Find similar BCs function {#SEC2-2}
-------------------------

In the initial version of IMG-ABC, users could search the BC database using various attributes, such as BC type, SM produced, or the presence of specific Pfams ([@B14]). With this update, we are introducing the ability to search for BCs with Pfam composition similar to that of a query BC. This function is available through the 'Similar Clusters' tab on the Biosynthetic Cluster Detail page (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Briefly, in order to find BCs with similar Pfam composition, Pfams assigned to the genes of the query BC are collected and searched against the IMG-ABC database for BCs containing at least three of these Pfams. In order to minimize the running time of the search, the ubiquitous ABC Transporter family (PF00005) is not considered at this step. At least 500 BCs (if possible) are collected in order of descending number of shared Pfams. Next, a pairwise comparison between all collected BCs against the query BC is performed. In the resulting Pairwise Similarity Results table two scores are reported: first is the 'Jaccard Score', which is the Jaccard Index (the ratio of the number of shared distinct Pfam domains to the total number of distinct Pfam in both BCs); second is the 'Adjusted Jaccard', which is based on the modified Jaccard Index introduced by Cimermančič *et al*. ([@B10]) and scaled by normalizing to 0.64e^−1^ so that the score reported is between 0 and 1. The result of the similarity search is the 100 most similar BCs, sorted by descending Adjusted Score (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In addition to the two similarity scores and other BC metadata, the table contains the total number of distinct Pfams shared between the query and each reported BC.

![Similarity Search (**A**) BC similarity search is accessible through the 'Similar Clusters' tab (i) in the Biosynthetic Cluster Detail page, in this case the streptomycin BC from *Streptomyces griseus*. (**B**) The results are presented as a table which includes the 'Jaccard Score' and the 'Adjusted Jaccard Score'. As expected, two more experimentally verified BCs known to produce streptomycin are retrieved, in addition to multiple predicted BCs. Users can further analyze these BCs by (i) adding them to the BC Cart, or (ii) visualize the neighborhoods of selected BCs to compare them with the query BCs.](gkw1103fig1){#F1}

ClusterScout: custom identification of BCs in large datasets {#SEC2-3}
------------------------------------------------------------

The latest version of the popular BC identification tool antiSMASH (version 3) annotates \>40 types of BCs based on the presence of certain key protein domains ([@B13]). However, this list is not comprehensive as there many BC types not currently included in the annotation logic. It should be noted, however, that the stand-alone version of antiSMASH provides the ability to implement a customized search logic based not only on Pfam annotations but also on custom protein hidden Markov model (HMM) profiles. Similar functionality in IMG-ABC is provided by ClusterScout, a tool that uses gene Pfam content for the identification of BCs across all publicly available isolate bacterial genomes in IMG.

The algorithm used by ClusterScout is summarized in Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. Briefly, a user must select a set of Pfams ('hooks', minimum 3) and specify the maximum distance between them (maximum 20 kb) (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The user must also set the minimum number of hooks required (minimum 3), and may optionally define a subset of specific Pfam hooks that need to be present in the cluster ('essential hooks'). Additionally, the user can extend the boundaries of the cluster by up to 20 kb. When the extended boundary falls within a coding sequence, the cluster boundary is extended to the start/stop of the overlapping gene(s). Lastly, users can define the minimum distance between the identified cluster and the scaffold ends (default 1 kb), which is useful in eliminating potentially incomplete BCs from the results.

![ClusterScout. (**A**) User Interface with algorithm logic schematic. (**B**) The results from a ClusterScout search are presented in a table, and custom BCs can be added to the BC Cart for analysis.](gkw1103fig2){#F2}

Depending on the complexity of the query and the ubiquity of the selected Pfams, ClusterScout may take a few minutes to several hours to complete its run. For this reason, the process is run in the background and, upon completion, the user is notified by an email with a link to the results (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The number of reported clusters is limited to the top 500 candidates, selected first based on the number of hooks they contain, and then by their sequence length. Custom clusters identified by ClusterScout can be added to a BC Cart for further analysis (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The results of a ClusterScout search are saved for up to 24 hours on the IMG-ABC server, so users are encouraged to download the results or, using a registered account, save them in a BC Set.

![IMG-ABC case study. (**A**) The BC Cart is the virtual space where BC analysis can be performed. (**B**) The function heatmap visualization can be used to study the Pfam content of BCs. Cells are colored with hues of green based on the number of copies of the selected Pfam in the BC (darker signifies a higher copy number). Hovering the mouse pointer over a cell provides the number of copies of that Pfam in the BC. Pfams (columns) that occur in all BCs (rows) likely define the core functions of the BCs in view. Column and row metadata are found on top and to the right, respectively, of the heatmap. Hovering the mouse pointer over these metadata cells provides more detail information. These metadata can be used for quick visual inspection and identification of patterns. For example, betaproteobacteria containing the DAPG BC are easily discoverable (asterisk). (**C**) The similarity network graph provides another way to summarize the data. The BCs in this example fall into three distinct groups; two groups contain gammaproteobacteria (red nodes) while one group consists of betaproteobacteria (purple nodes). The green node represents experimentally verified BC for DAPG (from a gammaproteobacterium *Pseudomonas fluorescens*) in the IMG-ABC database. Clicking on a node reveals the metadata associated with the BC (table on the right). The color of the nodes can be changed to display different metadata, such as taxonomic classification or evidence. (**D**) Visualization of the putative DAPG BC neighborhoods from the four betaproteobacterial BCs and one BC from each gammaproteobacterial group shows that although the flanking regions of the BCs differ, the core genes are conserved, thus it is likely that these newly discovered BCs indeed encode the necessary proteins for DAPG production.](gkw1103fig3){#F3}

BC cart: enabling in-depth analysis of selected BCs {#SEC2-4}
---------------------------------------------------

The new version of IMG-ABC includes the BC cart, a feature familiar to IMG users ([@B11]), which serves to collect the BCs of interest for further in-depth analysis (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). BCs can be added to the cart from several entry points in the User Interface, including the Biosynthetic Cluster Detail page, various summary tables that can be accessed by browsing BCs or SMs, or the results of searches. In the BC Cart, BCs can be exported or imported through the 'Upload & Export & Save' tab. The BC Cart also serves as a portal to accessing IMG\'s rich analysis features through the ability to add data to other types of Carts, such as the Genome, Scaffold and Gene Carts. Additionally, the Pfam contents of selected BCs can be added to a Function Cart for detailed functional analysis.

Most importantly, the BC Cart contains the features specifically designed to facilitate visualization and analysis of BCs. A user can visualize and compare the architectures of selected BCs, and the content of flanking genomic areas, by using the 'Neighborhoods' tab. Additionally, Pfam content and modular architecture of BCs can be explored through the 'Function Heatmap' tab and BC similarities can be visualized through the 'Similarity Network' tab. The latter two features are described in detail below.

Hierarchically clustered heatmap visualization {#SEC2-5}
----------------------------------------------

Calculating the similarity between BCs is an effective way to identify BCs that may encode a similar SM. However, these similarity scores may be misleading due to imprecise prediction of BC boundaries, whereby the similarity scores are influenced by the flanking genes erroneously included in the BC. Additionally, small but important differences (e.g. presence or absence of a single protein domain conferring unique enzymatic activity) between highly similar BCs may not be reflected in the similarity scores. In order to enable more detailed BC comparisons, we are introducing the capability to dynamically build BC heatmaps based on Pfam annotations. This is achieved through an implementation of the InCHlib *Javascript* library ([@B16]). Cells in the heatmap represent counts of Pfams (columns) found in selected BCs (rows). The heatmap display appearance is customizable and allows users to inspect functional similarities and differences between multiple BCs by assessing their Pfam content. The user can also quickly access the Pfam and BC metadata by hovering the mouse pointer, respectively, over the column headers and columns on the right of the map displaying BC taxonomic information (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, the data are hierarchically clustered on both the Pfam and the BC axis using an InCHlib clustering tool with the Jaccard distance and Ward linkage options. As a result of 2D clustering, BCs with similar Pfam content are clustered together, and Pfams with similar distributions across the BCs of interest are also clustered together. Clustering the data on both axes facilitates the identification of conserved function modules. These may represent the core functions of the BC or auxiliary functions participating in modification of the core SM. The number of BCs and Pfams shown in the user interface is limited to 100 BCs and 50 most frequent Pfams in the selected dataset, with an option to download the data for up to 500 BCs and all Pfams in a format compatible with the Gene-e tool (<http://www.broadinstitute.org/cancer/software/GENE-E/>).

Dynamic BC similarity network visualization {#SEC2-6}
-------------------------------------------

The construction and visualization of networks based on the similarity between BCs has been a successful approach in the identification of novel BC families ([@B10]). Additionally, superimposing experimentally verified BCs on these networks can provide clues for the potential SM encoded by putative BCs. With this update of IMG-ABC, we are introducing the ability to visualize BC similarity networks (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) by performing all-versus-all pairwise comparisons of selected BCs to create a similarity matrix. This matrix is filtered to include only the pairs with an Adjusted Jaccard Score equal or \>0.5, and BCs without a single score above this threshold are not represented in the network graph. The visualization of this network is based on an implementation of linkurious (<http://linkurio.us/>), which enables users to quickly navigate and inspect the BC similarity network, and to visualize a set of relevant metadata through a selection menu. The similarity data and metadata can also be downloaded for visualization with Cytoscape ([@B17]).

IMG-ABC case study {#SEC2-7}
------------------

To showcase the power of the new IMG-ABC features applied to a large database of annotated genomes we present a BC discovery and characterization case study using an example of 2,4-diacetylphloroglucinol (DAPG) biosynthesis, which is annotated by the current version of antiSMASH ([@B13]) as type 3 polyketide synthase cluster without SM product prediction. DAPG is a secondary metabolite with important biocontrol properties ([@B18]). The aim of our case study is to identify all DAPG clusters in IMG genomes, analyze their structure and elucidate taxonomic and habitat distribution of DAPG biosynthesis pathway. The steps used in this case study are as follows: We start by identifying the Pfams of enzymes participating in DAPG biosynthesis, which will be then used as the input in a ClusterScout query. These Pfams can be found by searching for experimentally verified DAPG biosynthesis clusters using 'Search by BC Attributes' menu and inspecting the Pfam content of each gene in the cluster through the 'Genes in Cluster' tab of Biosynthetic Cluster Detail page and IMG\'s gene detail pages. In cases of genes with multiple Pfams, the Pfam with the longest model can be selected to improve the accuracy of the ClusterScout search. For the DAPG BC these are pfam08545, pfam00108 and pfam00195 for PhlA (hydroxymethylglutaryl-CoA synthase), PhlC (acetyl-CoA acetyltransferase) and PhlD (phloroglucinol synthase), respectively. Next we use the ClusterScout tool, limiting the search to genomic regions in which these Pfams are found within 5000 bp from each other, and extend the boundaries of the discovered locus by 5000 bp. We also set the minimum distance from the scaffold end to 1000 bp. This query returns 62 putative BCs (Supplementary Table SI), which are added to BC cart for analysis (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).Next, we use the function heatmap feature to identify co-occurring Pfams. In the Function Heatmap tab, by selecting 'Plot' option a set of Pfams present in all the putative clusters (the 'core') can be identified (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). By hovering the mouse pointer over the column headers of the 'core' Pfams we observe that in addition to the original 3 'hook' Pfams, pfam16859, pfam00440 and pfam07690 appear to be part of the 'core' DAPG pathway. This is in agreement with experimental data for DAPG biosynthesis pathway, as the first two of these Pfams are found in the transcription regulator (PhlF), which controls expression of this pathway, while the last one is found in the putative DAPG exporter protein (PhlE) ([@B18]).Taxonomic affiliation of putative DAPG BCs, which can be explored by hovering the mouse pointer over row metadata (far right columns), identifies a distinct group of clusters found in betaproteobacteria (marked with an asterisk in Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first observation of the DAPG pathway in betaproteobacteria.Alternatively, the diversity of putative DAPG clusters can be investigated by visualizing a BC similarity network by clicking on the 'Similarity Network' tab (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In our example, BCs fall into three major groups, and by coloring the nodes based on their taxonomy (Class of the host organism) we observe that two of these groups are found in gammaproteobacteria, in which DAPG biosynthesis pathway has been experimentally elucidated, while the smallest group originates from betaproteobacteria.Lastly, the chromosomal organization of putative DAPG clusters can be investigated using the 'Neighborhood' view (Figure [3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In order to simplify visualization, we can select only one representative from each of the two large gammaproteobacterial groups, and all four of the newly discovered betaproteobacterial BCs. As expected, the organization of this cluster is very similar between betaproteobacteria and distinct from both gammaproteobacterial clusters. However, organization of the 'core' genes is similar between all clusters suggesting that these betaproteobacterial clusters likely encode DAPG biosynthesis pathway.

To summarize the results of our case study, we have used ClusterScout to devise a custom query and search for putative DAPG BCs across \>40 000 isolate genomes in the IMG database. This search and subsequent analysis using IMG-ABC tools took less than an hour, and has led to the identification of putative DAPG biosynthesis clusters in four betaproteobacteria: a bacterium identified as *Pseudogulbenkiania ferrooxidans* EGD-HP2 ([@B19]) and three members of *Chromobacterium* genus, *Chromobacterium vaccinii* MWU205 ([@B20]), *C. vaccinii* MWU328 ([@B20]) and *Chromobacterium piscinae* ND17 ([@B21]). The IMG tools for analysis of biogeography and habitat specificity of these isolates indicate that all of them were collected from freshwater environments across the globe (Northeastern India, Northeastern United States of America and Malaysia). This finding is remarkable considering that so far DAPG production in bacteria has been described mostly in plant-associated bacteria and in a bacterial symbiont of the red-backed salamander ([@B22]). Interestingly, *C. vaccinii* strains, in which DAPG clusters were found, were studied because of their biocontrol activity against mosquito larvae ([@B20]). Since DAPG is known to elicit a lethal hyperactive immune response in *Drosophila melanogaster* larvae ([@B23]) and has known toxicity against other organisms ([@B24]), this finding raises the possibility that DAPG may be responsible for larvicidal activity of the *C. vaccinii* strains. This example demonstrates the power of IMG-ABC data and tools in supporting the analysis of genome sequences, enabling biological interpretation of sequence data and formulation of testable hypotheses.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS {#SEC3}
=================

The explosion in the number of sequenced isolate microbial genomes and metagenomes provides the opportunity to use bioinformatic methods for the discovery and analysis of biosynthetic gene clusters. IMG-ABC contains the largest publicly available collection of experimentally identified and predicted BCs. The value of this vast body of data increases by the addition of new features and tools expanding the ability of researchers to explore and interpret these data. Users can now design their own criteria to search for putative BCs using ClusterScout and analyze their findings using similarity networks and hierarchically clustered function heatmaps. Although these tools are currently available for isolate genomes only, in future updates we plan to expand their usage to metagenomes, as improved metagenomic assembly methods and sequencing strategies increase the length of metagenomic contigs and scaffolds. Additionally, we plan to introduce the ability to use other types of protein clusters and functional annotations, such as EC numbers ([@B15]) and COG assignments ([@B25]) as inputs for ClusterScout-powered BC discovery. Lastly, the content of the IMG-ABC database will be updated to include BC predictions from the latest version of antiSMASH, which not only includes more BC types in the identification algorithm, but also implements ClusterFinder to improve BC boundary prediction ([@B13]). IMG-ABC will continue to be provided to the users without the need for registration, making the exploration of global microbial secondary metabolism accessible to the entire scientific community.
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[Supplementary Data](https://academic.oup.com/nar) are available at NAR Online.
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